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drivers: sickness played havoc with their strength.
But the men did not flinch from the shells, and, urged
on by the unbending will and inexhaustible energy of
the Commanding Officer, did not cease to march.1
Ruthless and tireless himself, he accepted no excuse
from sections which failed to reach their rendezvous.
That was the one unpardonable crime of the Transport
Corps. Well might a Commission investigating the
subject of Man Power in Egypt describe this unit
as a ' unique creation '. The phrase was well chosen.2
Before the arrival of General Sir A. Murray in
Egypt there was no pack transport suitable for
desert operations. A thousand or so camels, privately
owned, had been collected by the Canal Defence
Force at Ismailia during the winter of 1914-15 for
inter-post services : but no serious attempt had been
made to train either the drivers or their animals in
supply work in the field. The Expeditionary Force,
with an eye upon the future, at once began the
formation of a mobile unit upon more military and
serviceable lines. Large numbers of camels were
purchased outright, and the hired drivers replaced by
enlisted Egyptians. Within a few weeks the new
Corps had taken shape. By the end of March five
companies were formed, each of 2,000 burden camels.
Two months later the numbers of animals on charge
of the unit had almost doubled. This rapid develop-
ment was a very remarkable piece of work : the more
so since the Commanding Officer had no nucleus of
camels or personnel to build upon,3 and no time to
instruct either animals or men in their duties. As
1	Lt.-Colonel C. W, Whittingham, C.M.G., D.S.O., Reserve of
Officers, who raised and commanded the Corps throughout its service.
2	Not the least remarkable detail of the organization of the Corps
was the economy in British personnel   In July 1917 the establishment
was: British all ranks 217, Egyptian 21,000.
3	On the 1st December 1915 at Ismailia there were no more than
600 camels at the disposal of the Canal Defence Force.

